On April 10, the Lutheran Heritage Room was nearly packed when Posner performed at Thiel. The event drew many fans of R&B singer, D’Angelo, and groups like the Roots. They opened the show with a brief set of hits including “Say It” and “It's the Love.”

Posner was supported by a nine-piece band, which includes popular hip-hop artists like J. Cole, Drake, and Kanye West. The show was sponsored by the Student Activities Board, which is responsible for organizing events on campus.

Posner’s set included hits like “I Won’t Go,” “Let Me Love You,” and “One Time.” He also performed a cover of The Beatles’ “Let It Be,” which was well-received by the audience. The show ended with a medley of his hits, including “Ain’t No Other Man,” which received a standing ovation.

Posner’s performance was well-received by the audience, who sang along to his songs and clapped along with the beat. The show lasted for about two hours, and the audience was left wanting more. Posner thanked the crowd for their support and promised to return to campus in the future.

Posner has been praised for his smooth vocals and catchy lyrics, and his performance at Thiel did not disappoint. He is currently working on his fourth album, which is expected to be released later this year. In the meantime, fans can catch him on tour, as he continues to make music that resonates with listeners around the world.
**When can I go to the library to study for Finals?**

April 26: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
April 27: 1 p.m. to 12 a.m.
April 28 - 30: 8 a.m. to 12 a.m.
May 1 - 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
May 2 - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

**Mike Posner Tonight**

Continued from Page 1

Oo understands that the most recent Spring Concerts have caused controversy in terms of audience behavior, however he feels that the “past behavior isn’t our students, it’s more the general public.”

“Because Posner’s music and fan-base alike is generally more mature,” Oo continued, “it will draw a crowd that is generally more mature.

Those who plan to attend the concert should be aware that a security-check will take place prior to entering the venue, no bags or blankets will be permitted, and no illegal substances or alcohol will be tolerated.

Thiel Activities Board directors and volunteers as well as staff members have the right to escort people out of the venue if they are being inappropriate, according to Oo.

Combining the Farewell festivities with Mike Posner’s Spring Concert is one way for students to relax and celebrate before Finals week starts on Monday, but TAB also notes that stress-relief activities will be held throughout next week for the student body.

Students are advised to pay attention to their email for the potential of the fair being moved inside due to predicted inclement weather.
The week of April 1 saw the beginning of Thiel College’s annual Black Collegiate Pride Week. This year’s theme was “The Impact of Seth Weinberg.” Weinberg’s contributions to the growth of the college over the past year were recognized by the Thiel College Campus Pride Week Committee.

Weinberg’s work has been significant, not only as a student organization leader but also as a staff member. As a member of Thiel College’s LGBT advocacy program, he has played a key role in organizing events such as the annual Drag Show, sponsored jointly by The Alumnus and Thiel College. The fourth annual Drag Show, supported by the Alliance in May who have made a lasting impact. We wish them well in their future endeavors. I

The event is open to all students and is a way to celebrate the LGBT community and the individuals who are current and past members of the community. It is an opportunity to come together and support each other, while also raising awareness about the issues faced by the LGBT community.

The show attracted an audience of several LGBT characters, including Queen, Shangela, and other non-binary members of the community. The event featured music, dance, and drag performances, with a focus on celebrating the diversity and strength of the LGBT community.

The show was a huge success, and it was exciting to see such a positive response from the audience. The community is grateful for Weinberg’s contributions and looks forward to continuing his legacy in the future.

Weinberg, who has contributed to the growth of the college over the past year, will be departing from the organization. We couldn’t have done it without you!
Why your favorite movie is terrible: Harry Potter #4 - 8

LOCATION: The views expressed in this column are solely the views of the author and are meant to be offensive. They do not necessarily represent the views of the Thielensian and its staff.

By Andrew Denson, adenson@thiel.edu

Friday, April 25, 2014

The PG-13 version of those kid movies about the boy wizard with the white hair and freckles and his other friend who I am glad to say will be the last time I will see the end of this article. IT'S AN EASTER MIRACLE. Anyway, these movies are the better ones in the Harry Potter series…although there are a few things that really tick me off. Thankfully the characters that do tick me off are few.

Character Everyone Loves To Hate: Ron. Once again this is a very hard decision to make. Many characters in this series are very very worthy and only a handful have decent qualities. Having said that, there are these characters that literally are the worst creations to ever come out of J.K. Rowling’s brain (you cannot name one, not one from the Chamber of Secrets), those characters are of course the always annoying Dobby, the snobbish, brat, manipulative, Professor Dumbeldore, and the perpetually annoying character: Ron. All three of these characters are truly hate worthy. Dobby continues to be the character written to be cute instead in a huge annoying way. People have no idea how loudy I cheered when he was killed in the movie. If this idiot chosen not to give his “pop” speech, he would still be alive. Thankfully the character that I really cannot stand are the Dumbeldore. Dumbeldore spent most of the latter movies being as overly as ever when he knew 100 PERCENT about the whole situation and all along he said he could deal with it. He got soft in the dark. Then you find out he has always been a sissy douche, which ultimately led to the death of his sister and his brother. Hating him. To be fair, I did get a little teary eyed when he died, then I re- considered he shouldn’t be deceased. Finally we have Ron. Ron once again gets guilty at Harry over the sissy things while also having his fair share of “I’m poor moments” that everyone loves. He eventually storms out on his friends because he believes they are sleeping together. He may be somewhat Ron, but until you make your intentions known to this girl, she has no obligation to keep her legs closed. Sadly Ron does not die, but we can still pray for it.

Why The Movies are Awful: 1. Snape is amazing. If he was Bette Davis he may have been a better villain than he is in the movies. He can be one of the most annoying things in the series. 4. When Mr. Diggory sees his father was in fact the prick he was. 7. part 2: The part of the movie when Harry is fighting with Voldemort and all of a sudden Harry wakes up and realize his dead son “That’s my son, that’s all….that is all” is just there.

Support - a necessity

by: Andrew Denson, adenson@thiel.edu

As the school year winds down, it is a time to reflect on this past school year. Not only on our losses and wins, but college students across the nation grow as individuals.

There are many different reasons as to why we grow. For some, it was a challenging class that we passed. For others it could’ve been accomplishing a goal with participating in a sport. 

As you reflect back, what are those personifications that one can accomplish within a school year?

As the second year in college winds down, we can begin to reflect back on our individual selves. This year has been a challenging one, with many changes and challenges that college students deal with on a daily basis.

As a supportive friend is someone who just understands us and helps us through difficult times. Support can come in many different ways; it is important that we do not over analyse support from our college friends.

As many have been taught, not everyone is your friend. This year has been a challenging year for all of us. People just need a friend to share a meal with in the cafeteria to talk about what’s been going on in their life and what they still have to accomplish for that day. Support can come in many different ways; it is important that we do not over analyse support from our college friends.
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A Traditional Woman Leads Non-Traditional A Life

On May 4 I will don my red shoes and say my final goodbye to Thiel College. While I strive to keep "the weather" (ostensibly) just around the corner, the sun playing hide-and-seek, and this warmth just around the corner, the sun playing hide-and-seek, and this warmth...
April in Daytona Beach is the place to be for college cheer and dance teams. On Wednesday, April 4, the Thiel College Dance Team took on Daytona Beach, Florida to compete at the 34th National Cheerleaders Association and National Dance Alliance College cheer and dance championship. This event is commonly known as NCA and NDA college nationals.

The Thiel College dance team is no stranger to competing at a collegiate championship. In 2008, the “topcats,” as the dance team then called themselves, competed in Orlando, Florida at the Universal Dance Association collegiate championships, known as UDA nationals. In 2011, after a three year hiatus of NDA nationals, the Thiel College dance team participated at a national level. Although there were many schools, Thiel’s dance team is certain to return to Daytona next April to compete at a national level. Although they compete, among other division three schools, Thiel’s dance team is certainly different from other dance teams in the PAC Challenge. It makes me feel proud to have a dance team captain to perform our performance our best. Crawford assumed the role of team captain last school year.

Thiel College was recently tenants of their habitats and chapels, as well as the surrounding community. They were honored as April Students of the Month at the Student Awards Banquet.
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